
The Game 1061 

Chapter 1061 479-Parrots Can Also Be Overlords! 

"Alright!" Qin Lin agreed without hesitation. 

Even with two designs, he only had four designs. 

He had originally planned to use these 100 + cards to exchange for the gold silk parrot. 

However, it seemed that he had underestimated the attraction of these designs to the two dwarves. 

Therefore, you can't be too proactive sometimes. When the other party takes the initiative, the price 

you have to pay will be much smaller. 

Four cards and 100 cards, that was the difference. 

Qin Lin randomly picked out four greenhouse tree designs and gave them to the dwarf ah 'Bao. 

Seeing this, ah ni decisively went into his brother ah 'Bao's greenhouse and immediately brought out a 

parrot. 

It was obviously not his own parrot, but he didn't feel bad about it. 

Qin Lin also saw the parrot. 

It was still in a daze when it was pulled out, and it only called out anxiously after a long time, " "Bad guy, 

bad guy, you're a bad guy, let me go!" 

Compared to Xiao Wu, this parrot was indeed somewhat silly, not very intelligent, and its speech was 

also not as smooth as Xiao Wu's. 

However, it was really very beautiful. It was very good-looking and belonged to the kind of people who 

would choose to raise it at first sight. 

Therefore, he also understood why Xiao Wu was like a love-struck fool. 

Once they had fair skin, a beautiful figure, or were handsome and burly, it didn't matter if they were not 

smart. They would be easier to deceive. 

Ah ni came out with the parrot and pointed at Qin Yang. he'll be your new master in the future. He'll 

have a lot of delicious food, and you can't finish them all. 

"You can't even finish all the delicious food?" the parrot asked. 

But it looked at Qin Lin, then looked at the dwarf ah 'Bao, not knowing what to choose. It was clearly 

more conscientious than Xiao Wu. 

Seeing this, the dwarf ah 'Bao immediately took out a small cage and gestured to ah ni. 

Ah ni immediately understood and put the gold silk parrot into the cage. Then, he handed the cage to 

Qin Lin. 
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The dwarf ah 'Bao said with a reluctant look,"Little treasure, you can't blame me. If it was only two 

designs, I definitely wouldn't have exchanged you. You're my best partner, but he gave me four." 

Qin Lin took the cage from ah NI's hands with a smile. 

This time even the cage Xiao Wu requested was saved. 

At the same time, he also received a system notification. 

[ congratulations, you have received a gold silk parrot! ] 

Holding the cage, he also looked at the attributes of the parrot in his hand: 

[ the special gold-threaded parrot of the goddess mountain: Pet (little treasure) ] 

[ this is a very strange gold silk parrot. Its intelligence is higher than that of ordinary parrots. Appearance 

+2, beauty +2, learning human language +1! ] 

[ the current pet can be bound. Do you want to bind it? ] 

Qin Lin naturally chose to bind it. 

Compared to Xiao Wu's remarks, this parrot Xiao Bao's attributes were equal in number. 

But the attribute difference was enormous, moreover, this parrot Xiao Bao's human language learning 

attribute was also only +1, even lower than Xiao Wu's +2. 

The gold silk parrot, Xiao Bao, seemed to know that it had no other choice. It jumped around in the cage 

and did not forget to shout to Qin Lin,"You can't finish all the delicious food?" 

"Yeah, I can't finish it." Qin Lin said with a smile. 

Sure enough, even if this gold silk parrot Xiao Bao wasn't smart enough, but didn't Xiao Wu that guy love 

this gold silk parrot? 

Therefore, if she followed him, not only would she not be able to finish the delicious food, but she 

would also be able to get a wife. 

The dwarf, ah 'Bao, had already entered the greenhouse tree with the four designs. 

Ah ni followed closely behind. 

soon, the two dwarves 'excited discussion could be heard. 

"This design is very beautiful." 

"This one's not bad either, the decorations are more beautiful." 

"Give me this one." 

I, parrot, exchanged it for you. Help me renovate my greenhouse first, and I'll give you some! 

"……" 



Qin Lin noticed that the two dwarves had forgotten about him, so he looked at the remaining designs in 

his hands. Could he start a business selling designs in the dwarf Valley? 

Perhaps he could exchange for something good here. 

The more Qin Lin thought about it, the more he felt that this was a good idea. 

However, he was now carrying the gold silk parrot, little treasure, out of the dwarf Valley. 

For now, he had to deal with Xiao Wu first, and hand over this gold silk parrot to her. 

After returning to the mountain path, he could log out of the game. He left the game with a thought and 

returned to the office. 

As soon as he appeared with the Golden parrot in his hand, he heard the sound of wings flapping and a 

surprised shout, " "Master, I love you!" 

He saw Xiao Wu, this fellow, pounce over. 

It grabbed the cage and stared at the Golden silk parrot Xiao Bao. 

it's you! It's you! the Golden parrot, Xiao Bao, cried out in surprise as if he had seen a tigress. 

"Master, quickly open the cage, you promised me." 

"No, don't open it, don't open it!" The gold silk parrot, Xiao Bao, was also anxious and shouted at Qin 

Lin. 

Qin Lin, on the other hand, pretended not to hear anything and opened the cage silently. After all, one 

must be honest and keep their promises. 

Besides, what's wrong with getting a wife? 

In today's society, countless men fantasized about the day the country would assign them wives. 

After Qin Lin saw Xiao Wu enter the cage, he silently closed the cage, then silently opened the office 

door and walked out. 

One could imagine what would happen next. 

He still didn't want to taint his eyes, and he had no interest in being a third wheel. 

"Don't go! Don't go!" Xiao Bao's anxious voice was heard again, followed by its slightly terrified voice: 

"Go away, go away, you go away, Yingluo." 
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Qin Lin could only close the office door with a heart full of blessings. 

In the next few days. 

More and more designers submitted their designs to Linlin villa's official account. 
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As more and more people participated in the voting, the number of fans on the official account of Linlin 

villa also officially exceeded 100 million, becoming the third account after the human and central bank 

to exceed 100 million fans. 

Naturally, the official account of Linlin villa became the first non-official account to break the 100 million 

mark. 

Linlin Manor's main hall. 

Qin Lin was sitting down with Zhao mochen when Lin Lanzi came over."Chairman Qin, mo Xiao!" 

Zhao Moshu immediately greeted Lin Lanzi, " "sister lan zi, have a seat. yushui just harvested a batch of 

strawberries. yaoyao is washing them. let's try them together later!" 

"Alright!" Lin Lanzi sat down with a smile and handed a name list to Zhao mochen and Qin Lin at the 

same time. Chairman Qin, Mo Jing, take a look at this name list. They are all management staff of the 

villa who participated in the selection of the design. 

in addition to the five designs voted by the fans, there were five other designs for zhao moyu to choose 

himself. 

These five cards were completely up to Zhao Moyu's personal preference. 

However, there were too many design drafts submitted, and the quality was uneven. Zhao moyin did 

not have the energy to look through them one by one. 

Therefore, Lin Lanzi had to find some people in the villa to pick out the good quality ones, and then Zhao 

mochen would pick out the five designs he liked. 

Most importantly, Qin Lin had already told the villa about his plan to develop the mountain and build a 

greenhouse on the top of the mountain to watch the sunrise. 

At that time, he would have to pick out a batch of design drawings. 

Therefore, it was no small matter to choose the people who would participate in the selection of the 

design. After all, the seeds of the greenhouse tree would be given to the designer of the design. 

The price of a seed on the internet had already been raised to more than 10 million Yuan. 

Qin Lin took the list and looked at it, then handed it to Zhao moyin. 

Since Zhao Moxi liked it, he would let Zhao Moxi do as he pleased and not participate in it. 

Zhao moyin looked at the name list for a while and had an idea. She was very familiar with the 

management of the villa, so she also took out a pen and signed her name on the list. 

There was actually nothing much to think about. After all, Lin Lanzi's ability was there, and there would 

not be any deviation in this kind of thing. 

She was still thinking that after the child was born, she would have to divert her attention to taking care 

of the child. In the future, she would be in charge of financial matters. She also wanted to promote Lin 

Lanzi to the position of the villa's general manager. 



When a woman reached a certain level, she would always have to make a choice between her family 

and career. 

She wasn't a silly woman. Her husband's career didn't only consist of Linlin villa, so there was no need 

for her to fight for her mission. 

Therefore, she was more willing to choose a family. She just had to manage the financial management. 

For the sake of their so-called career, many women would often neglect their families. When they finally 

returned to their families, they would often find that their families had been broken up. 

As she grew older, she kept thinking about relationships and could hardly find true love or someone she 

could be satisfied with. 

Of course, there were only a few strong women who could make money. Most of the so-called strong 

women would be forced to leave because they were old and couldn't compete with the young girls. 

This kind of woman actually didn't distinguish between work and career. 

Sometimes, work was not a career. 

"Sister LAN Zi, you're here." Gao Yaoyao came out with a plate of strawberries. As she spoke, she placed 

the strawberries in her hands on the table. "Sister Moxi, it's done. Try it!" 

"En!" Zhao mochen nodded, picked up a strawberry, and tasted it. At the same time, he said to Qin Lin 

and Lin Lanzi,"Hubby, sister LAN Zi, you guys should try it too." 

Qin Lin nodded and also picked up a strawberry to taste. 

As soon as it entered his mouth, he knew that this strawberry was different from ordinary strawberries. 

It was of a 1 Grade, with +1 taste and +1 deliciousness. 

It was not from the game, but a variant of an ordinary seed cultivated in special soil. 

There were more and more Grade 1 seeds in Linlin villa now, and the number of species supplied to the 

Linlin sales center every day was more than what he had transported every day with great difficulty. 

"There's good food, good food!" A voice resounded, and Xiao Wu, this parrot, flapped its wings and flew 

into the hall, landing on a shelf. 

what are you waiting for? " he shouted. come here! 

Following that, they saw the gold silk parrot Xiao Bao unwillingly fly in from outside, also landing on that 

shelf, but it landed a distance away from Xiao Wu, as if it was a punching bag, unwillingly. 

Seeing this, Xiao Wu flapped her wings in annoyance, then flew to Qin Lin and the others, landed on the 

table and praised: " master has become more handsome again. mistress is getting more and more 

beautiful. " 

Zhao moyin smiled bitterly. 

As soon as this guy opened his mouth, she knew what he meant, and immediately grabbed a strawberry 

and put it in front of Xiao Wu. 



Xiao Wu looked at that strawberry and spoke again: "Mistress, you're the most beautiful woman in the 

world. You're the most understanding." 

Obviously, he was asking for two. 

Zhao Mo laughed awkwardly as he took out another strawberry and placed it in front of Xiao Wu. 

Xiao Wu then happily grabbed two strawberries, flying back to that shelf, pecking at one of them herself. 

delicious, delicious! It did not forget to mumble. 

The Golden silk parrot Xiao Bao was attracted, looking at the other strawberry at Xiao Wu's feet, 

hesitantly approaching Xiao Wu, unexpectedly using his head to gently rub against her neck. 
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Xiao Wu seemed to be satisfied, her claws releasing the other strawberry. 

 Little treasure also grabbed the strawberry happily and started pecking at it. 

"Delicious?" Xiao Wu looked at Xiao Bao with satisfaction. 

"Delicious!" little treasure followed suit. 

The three girls found this scene interesting, but they didn't know how to describe it. 

Qin Lin was the only one who looked at this scene in shock. 

He remembered that a few days ago, this golden silk parrot seemed to be unwilling to come, and was 

even forced to do so by Xiao Wu. 

Why did he feel like he was submissive now? 

Looking at Xiao Wu's shelf of strawberries, this gold silk parrot had the taste of eating soft rice. 

No wonder there were people on the internet who said that the more you eat a woman, the more you 

enjoy it. 

"Chairman Qin, when did this parrot come?" Lin Lanzi asked in surprise. 

"Yeah, that golden silk parrot is called Xiao Bao. Xiao Wu chose him as her husband," Qin Lin explained 

with a smile. 

"It can be done like this?" Lin Lanzi looked at the two parrots in surprise, and the surprise on her face 

became even more intense. 

Xiao Wu's parrot was already popular enough. At the beginning of the perfume advertisement, she had 

set up a separate fan account for it. In a short time, it was going to surpass snowy and red hair, and 

catch up with the dog Wang Cai. 

After all, it was a parrot that could speak the human language. Moreover, it spoke so smoothly. This was 

definitely an advantage that other animals did not have. 
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now, there were two parrots, one male and one female, showing off their love. what would happen? 

The scene just now could be used for a scene drama, okay? 

She had been in charge of the multimedia department for a long time, so it was already her instinct to 

think about work. 

while they were eating strawberries, sun ming of you chengyi construction arrived outside the manor. 

after hearing the security guard's report, qin lin ordered to bring him in. 

Since they were going to develop the mountain, the project naturally had to be handed over to you 

Chengyi. After all, he had a good relationship with Sun Ming, and many of the projects in the villa were 

done by you Chengyi. 

Sun Ming came in quickly with a few documents in his hand. As soon as he saw her, he greeted her first, 

" "Chairman Qin, we meet again. President Zhao and President Lin are here too." 

he greeted zhao mochen again. 

as the boss of you city yi jian, he didn't need to do business personally. however, it was a different story 

since this business was from linlin villa. 

After all, there were countless people in the outside world who wanted to suck up to the boss of Linlin 

company, but they didn't even know who the real boss of Linlin company was. 

The fact that he was able to visit them personally and even had a friendship with them was already 

something that made people envious. 

"Chief sun, have a seat!" Qin Lin welcomed her with a smile and asked Gao Yaoyao to make tea for Sun 

Ming. 

Chairman Qin, I've already sent people to survey the situation in the mountains. I've also informed the 

exploration team of your villa. They'll come up with the design plan as soon as possible. As Sun Ming 

spoke, he put the documents on the table and said, " these are the styles and types of cable cars, 

mountain roads, plank roads, and Kasaya. You can choose from these things, and I'll contact them when 

the time comes. 

"En!" Qin Lin took the documents and said to Zhao Moxi and Lin Lanzi, let's take a look at it together, 

especially President Lin. You should pay more attention to it. 

zhao moyu had told him before that he wanted to promote lin lanzi, and he had no objections. 

"Alright, Chairman Qin!" Lin Lanzi wasn't stupid. Her boss's simple words meant something, so she had 

to perform well. 

She also took the documents and started to read them seriously. 

"Director sun, sister LAN Zi might have to disturb you often for this project in the future." Zhao mochen 

also took the opportunity to speak to Sun Ming. 

Sun Ming immediately smiled and said, " how can you say that you're disturbing us? this is your Linlin 

villa taking care of our business. We will cooperate with President Lin. 



He understood that many things in Linlin Manor would have to be handed over to Lin Lanzi in the future. 

Qin Lin looked at the game screen in his mind in surprise. A figure suddenly appeared at the entrance of 

the farm. It was the dwarf ah ni. 

Was there a plot mission that was triggered? 

But wasn't this guy busy working with his brother ah 'Bao to renovate the greenhouse tree? What was 

he doing at his farm? 

Chapter 1064 Mithril Farm Tools Are Not Allowed To Be Shaved Bald 

Qin Lin saw the movement in the screen in his mind and immediately controlled his game character to 

go to the entrance of the ranch to talk to the dwarf ah ni. 

But this time, the conversation was very strange. 

[ this dwarf seems to want to exchange something with you! ] 

seeing this notification, he immediately clicked on the dwarf ah ni, but there was no response. 

For plot quests, after clicking, there should be a follow-up conversation. 

He clicked on it repeatedly, but not a single conversation appeared. 

"？？？"Qin Lin frowned. 

This didn't seem to be a plot mission set in the game's established program. It seemed to be stuck by a 

BUG, and the conversation couldn't jump out. 

In other words, the dwarf ah NI's appearance this time was outside of the game's established plot. 

Qin Lin seemed to have thought of something. He didn't disturb Zhao Moxi and the others from reading 

the information and went straight back to his office. 

After locking the office door, he entered the game with a single thought. 

As soon as he entered the game, he saw a dwarf in red running over. It was little red, one of the Seven 

Dwarfs. 

"Boss, ah NI's here for you." Little red ran up to him. 

"I know." Qin Lin nodded. 

He had just controlled his character to click on the dwarf, ah ni, who was not far from him and talking to 

a few other dwarves. 

This seemed to be different from the game. 

It seemed that there was something different about the dwarf ah NI's appearance this time. 

The dwarf ah nI had appeared on the game screen, but none of the dwarves had spoken to him. 

The Seven Dwarves completed the task set by Qin Lin in the game. 
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Hence, when ah ni appeared at the entrance of the farm, the Seven Dwarves were not there. 

however, after he entered, the dwarves were already reminiscing with ah ni in the real world. 

this was also a normal situation. after all, old acquaintances would definitely come out to say hello and 

reminisce about the past. 

Qin Lin walked up to the dwarf ah ni. 

we meet again, " ah ni said excitedly. I have something to discuss with you. May I? " 

"Speak, what do you want?" Qin Lin asked with a smile. 

"you still have a lot of greenhouse tree designs," ah ni hurriedly said."how about we work together?" i 

can trade the greenhouse tree design with you and sell it to the other dwarves." 

Qin Lin laughed when he heard this. 

He still had this thought in his mind, but who knew that ah ni would be so smart? he actually came to his 

door to ask for a cooperation. This made him look at ah ni with a faint smile. 

This guy was very smart. There were a few plot missions where this guy wanted to take over the game 

himself. He even tricked him into competing and deliberately lost the game. 

He had to be careful when doing business with such a person. Otherwise, he would be scammed if he 

was not careful. 

ah ni felt a little uncomfortable under qin lin's stare, as if he was guilty about asking qin lin to take over 

the business. he immediately said, I'm very sincere. I have a piece of Mithril here. I can ask the dwarf 

blacksmith in the dwarf Valley to help you forge two Mithril farm tools at random. 

"a mithril tool!" Qin Lin's eyes lit up. 

in the story of ranches, not only could the fishing rod be upgraded, but the farm equipment could also 

be upgraded. 

The order of leveling up was: normal, Level 2 bronze, Level 3 silver, level 4 Gold, Level 5 Mithril, Level 6 

curse, Level 7 blessing, level 8 Sage. 

Copper, silver, and gold were still considered normal farming tools, which could increase efficiency when 

used. 

The fishing rod was faster, and he could catch more species of fish. The hammer originally needed four 

hits to break a stone, but after the upgrade, it only needed two hits. 

However, it was a different story when it came to secret-silver rank. 

the mithril sickle could cut all the grass around it in one strike. 

A Mithril Hammer. A single strike from it could destroy all the stones in the surrounding area. 

A mithril axe that could cut down the trees in the surrounding area. 

If it was the final Sage level, it would have a full-screen effect. 



with a sickle, the entire screen of grass was cleared. with a hammer, the entire screen of stones could be 

smashed. 

This was another reason why the story of the farm was a fantasy farming game. 

However, upgrading the Mithril farm equipment was not something that could be done at one's will. 

Upgrading the cursed farm equipment required a specific plot mission or special circumstances. 

After obtaining cursed farm equipment, one had to go to the church to pray. After a certain period of 

time, the cursed Farm Equipment's attributes would become blessed farm equipment. 

The Blessed farm equipment was even more powerful, as it could be used to obtain items of higher 

quality. 

If it was a blessed hoe, one could dig out some very precious ancient bones during mining. In some 

versions, one could even dig out the products of civilization ruins. 

Before this, he had not received any notification that his farm equipment could be upgraded. He did not 

expect to be able to obtain Mythril farm equipment from ah ni. 

This seemed to have jumped out of the game's established program. 

In the game, farming equipment had to be upgraded step by step. 

Moreover, the greenhouse tree design was something that the game did not have. This transaction was 

definitely not a plot mission of the game. 

"how is it?" the dwarf ah ni looked at qin lin expectantly. 

"That sounds like a good suggestion." Qin Lin agreed with a smile. 

The dwarf ah ni became excited upon hearing this. "Can you pay me 10 designs for the two Mithril farm 

tools?" 

Qin Lin looked at "I love you" and smiled. 

Wasn't this guy smart? Was he in such a hurry to reveal his purpose? 

It seemed that the greenhouse tree design was very popular with the dwarves. 
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"Can I?" Ah ni asked again, but his voice was a little weaker when Qin Lin looked at him. 

"Alright!" Qin Lin smiled and exited the game. Then, he took out 10 printed flower greenhouse designs 

from the office drawer and entered the game. 

He had organized this activity to use the greenhouse tree design to cheat a parrot. He didn't expect that 

the greenhouse design would become the currency used to trade with the dwarf. 

Qin Lin passed the 10 designs to ah ni. 

Ah ni took the design and promised Qin Lin,"Don't worry, I'll definitely bring you the Mithril farm tools 

as soon as possible." 
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As he spoke, he looked at the designs, and his eyes lit up. 

Little red and the other Seven Dwarves also went over. When they saw the designs, they became 

excited. 

this is a greenhouse tree. It's so beautiful! 

"I want to make my greenhouse tree like this!" 

"Boss, can I have a design?" 

that's right, that's right. Give us a design as our salary! 

"……" 

The Seven Dwarves surrounded Qin Lin and looked at him expectantly. He couldn't bear to refuse them, 

as if he would be a bad boss if he refused them. 

Qin Lin had no choice but to exit the game with a thought. Then, he took seven greenhouse tree designs 

and entered the game, giving one to each of the dwarves. 

After the Seven Dwarves received the design, their eyes lit up and they ran to their greenhouse trees 

happily. 

Ah ni looked at the Seven Dwarves with a strange look in his eyes. 

"I will deliver the Mithril farm tools as soon as possible. I am a man of my word." Ah ni also left the farm 

after saying that. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin exited the game with a thought and returned to his office. 

As for ah NI's two Mithril farm tools, he was looking forward to them. 

Qin Lin sat down at his desk and took out his phone to read the news. He wanted to know the latest 

news about the greenhouse tree design on the internet. 

Unexpectedly, the popularity of the Linlin villa and greenhouse tree designs had been suppressed. 

He saw several news videos about a certain mountain. 

That's right, it was the mountain where they had eaten barbecue. 

After the Five Tiger Generals were captured, didn't they launch a huge and thunderous operation? 

The key was that this Thunderbolt operation had just ended, who knew that there would be a murder 

case, killing two people in a row. 

Sigh, I can only say that some people are really too rampant. 

Therefore, this matter was also a hot topic on Tik Tok. 

Qin ran scrolled through a few videos, and one video received 2 million likes, while two received more 

than 1 million likes. 



He could only sigh when he saw the news. What he didn't see was what he didn't want to see. He didn't 

express any opinions. After all, he didn't know the ins and outs of the matter. 

However, he wasn't in the mood to browse the news anymore. After all, this was a terrible thing. 

He opened the office door and walked out. When he returned to the main hall, Sun Ming, Lin Lanzi, and 

Zhao mochen had already finished their discussion. 

When he saw Qin Lin coming out, Sun Ming also said, " "boss qin, i've already discussed the details with 

president zhao and president lin. do you need me to let you take a look?" 

"No need. Since they've confirmed it, there's no problem," Qin Lin shook his head. 

If he were to participate in the specific details of this kind of thing, wouldn't he be busy to death? 

If something like this could go wrong with Zhao mochen and Lin Lanzi, he wouldn't be able to be a 

hands-off manager anymore. 

that's great, " Sun Ming said with a smile. I'll contact the County directly at that time. 

"Yes." Qin Lin nodded. 

Before Captain Tang and the others arrived at the mountain, Minister Lu had already informed the 

county through the higher-ups, in case something happened and the county had to deal with it in time. 

He didn't know if sun Xian and Chen Li had misunderstood something, but when he called to mention 

this matter, sun Xian and Chen Li immediately got someone to prepare a contract. This mountain would 

be contracted to Linlin Manor for free, and the contract period would be limited to the limit of 30 years 

for the development of mountain forests. 

County Lord Sun and Chen Li had indeed misunderstood something. After all, the higher-ups had directly 

called for the cooperation of the county. It was inevitable that they would overthink things. 

but even so, the two of them didn't feel that they had lost out. 

After all, the mountain was just left there, and there was no value in it at all. 

If they contracted the project to Linlin villa, they would have at least one more project to entertain more 

tourists, generate more jobs, and generate more economic support. 

this would be good for the county. 

After sun Ming left, Lin Lanzi also took her leave. After all, she was in charge of a bunch of things. Other 

than coming to the manor to report, it was impossible for her to stay here all the time. 

Zhao Moyu also brought it up to Qin Lin formally,"Hubby, what do you think about letting sister LAN Zi 

manage the villa after I give birth? During this time, I also have the intention to hand over some matters 

to her. After some observation, she is the most suitable person for the villa." 

"Well, if you're sure there's no problem, then it's settled!" Qin Lin nodded. The position of the General 

Manager of Linlin villa was best promoted by someone from the villa. 

After all, the people inside were the most familiar with the villa and would not blindly change anything. 



If the management was recruited from the outside, there was a common problem with the parachuted 

management. That was, they did not like to follow the original track, or they always liked to leave their 

own traces and show their authority. They would often change this and that. 

If a problematic company was changed by poaching people, then it was nothing. 

If it was a very healthy business, then blindly changing it could be a disaster. 

there were also many companies that went bankrupt because of this. 
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most of the time, a company dominated the market for some reason. if they changed the reason blindly, 

it would be strange if they didn't die. 

Take the old godmother for example. It was just that her son did not live up to expectations. Now, she 

had no choice but to come back at an old age. 

linlin villa was more special to other companies, so it was best to keep it as it was. 

Lin Lanzi was the most suitable and capable person in the villa. 

After confirming this, Qin Lin also sent Zhao mochen back to the inner area. 

The two parrots flew to the table one after another. There were still some strawberries on the plate. 

Xiao Wu stepped forward, grabbing a strawberry and gnawing. 

Xiao Bao followed behind like a punching bag, cautiously poking his head out, until Xiao Wu caught one 

and put it to the side, he happily grabbed it and gnawed. 

From the looks of it, it had obviously been tamed, and it was completely henpecked. 

After Qin Lin sent Zhao Moxi back to the inner area of the manor, he suddenly received a call from 

Minister Lu. 

Puzzled, he picked up the call and greeted, " "Minister Lu!" 

Minister Lu's voice was also heard, and he sounded a little anxious, " "Boss Qin, I heard from 

academician Hao that you've cultivated a kind of ginseng that can treat myopia. I wonder how's the 

cultivation of the ginseng going?" 

"Minister Lu, why are you suddenly asking this?" Qin Lin knew that Minister Lu was talking about the 

bright-eyed white ginseng. 

The Mingming white ginseng had already been handed over to Chu Yue's Linlin pharmaceutical company 

to cultivate. It should be about time. 

He just didn't understand why Minister Lu would suddenly ask this. 

"I'm asking on behalf of the other leaders. I'll send you some information and you'll understand." 

Minister Lu said and hung up the phone. 
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A moment later, Qin Lin also received a message from Minister Lu. There were indeed two information 

links in it. 

He opened an information link and saw a piece of news. overseas esolu glasses company is suing 

domestic Ming le glasses company for patent infringement. It will enter the International copyright 

infringement examination and approval stage. Ming le glasses company will face the crisis of production 

suspension! 

"？？？"Qin Lin was puzzled. Minister Lu wouldn't specifically ask him to look at the copyright 

infringement case, would he? 

he clicked on the next link and understood. 

Nearly 700 million people in China were short-sighted, but the domestic market for short-sighted glasses 

was controlled by Western countries. According to statistics, the market for short-sighted glasses in 

China would reach more than 150 billion in 2022. 

However, the market with 700 million people and over 150 billion was almost monopolized by two 

European companies, one was isilu, and the other was Cartier. 

Famous glasses brands like Haichang and Hengli were also products of Western countries. 

These glasses companies occupied as much as 85% of the domestic market share. 

In particular, isilu had used various means to acquire various domestic glasses brands in the country, 

such as Wanxing optical, Shile optical, Tianhong optical, yarui optical, and so on. 

55% of the glasses market was occupied by esolu. In 2020, its domestic revenue exceeded 70 billion, 

while the domestic Ming le brand only had a little more than 3 billion in revenue. 

And Ming le glasses was the only leading domestic brand that had not been acquired or sold to foreign 

investors. 

However, the difference between the two was huge. Furthermore, there were more than 9500 patents, 

while Ming le only had 87. 

Obviously, he wanted to use the patent to monopolize the domestic glasses market. 

The key was that although these Western countries had the same purpose, they were not monopolized 

by one company, nor would they trigger the international patent monopoly law. 

This was a disguised form of targeting. However, with the gap in technology and the choice of selling 

companies and shares to avoid harm, there was nothing that could be done. 

If even Ming le was destroyed, then they would have completely monopolized the market. Even if they 

were not from the same company, once these Western companies joined forces, they would increase 

the price and use inferior materials. Who could do anything to them? 

Qin Lin understood why Minister Lu asked Ming and Bai Shen on behalf of the leader. 

they could monopolize the glasses, but in their own country, they couldn't have no brands in their own 

country. 



This was the bottom line. 

If they want to shave their heads, then we'll just flip the table. 

Chapter 1067 481-A Covert Monopoly! 

You city's jiuhuai mountain was located in the southwest of the county. It was a very remote mountain 

range. 

The temperature here was relatively low, and there were lush coniferous and broad-leaved forests. 

Because of the terrain, there were more Yin slopes and Yin-facing slopes. 

Moreover, although this place was remote and desolate, the geology was loose and fertile, with good 

drainage and ventilation. 

This kind of land was very good soil for planting ginseng. 

Moreover, there was a benefit to growing ginseng in the mountains. There was no need to cut down 

trees or destroy the vegetation. They could be directly planted. 

Therefore, after Chu Yue took charge of Linlin pharmaceutical company and obtained the bright white 

ginseng seeds from Qin Lin, he contracted the nine Huai mountain to cultivate the bright white ginseng 

seeds. 

This was because the mingmu white ginseng had a very short growth cycle. This was not the first batch 

of mingmu white ginseng grown in the Jiu Huai mountain. 

What he had planted before was naturally to cultivate more seeds. 

A few cars quickly entered the jiuhuai mountain through a small path. 

In one of the cars, Chu Yue was introducing the car to Qin Lin. Chairman Qin, this Jiu Huai Mountain 

Farm was the first to be contracted. The bright white ginseng planted here is indeed the fastest to 

mature. 

other than Jiu Huai mountain, we have six other planting bases in you city. We also sent people to other 

areas of Ming city to look for suitable places. 

"En!" qin lin nodded. 

He had been paying attention to Linlin pharmaceuticals. Chu Yue had done a good job. Naturally, the 

most important thing was the hot spring powder. 

Even if Linlin pharmaceuticals 'current materials and factories couldn't keep up with the demand and 

production was limited, with the domestic and foreign markets, Linlin pharmaceuticals' revenue this 

year could still exceed 50 billion. 

The most important thing was that the German tycoons and English aristocrats had bought from him at 

a premium. 

The other party harvested the blood and sweat of his people without even blinking, so why wouldn't he? 
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When the materials and factory production caught up, Linlin pharmaceutical's revenue would be far 

more than that. 

"Have you tested the effect of the Mingming white ginseng?" Qin Lin asked again. 

After he received Minister Lu's call yesterday, he understood what he meant. Therefore, he went to 

Linlin pharmaceutical to find Chu Yue. 

Although he had tested the effect of the Mingming white ginseng before, it was only Grade 2 and Grade 

3 Mingming white ginseng, so the effect was very strong. 

Now, the quality of the ones grown by Linlin pharmaceutical must have deteriorated. 

the experiment started a month ago, " Chu Yue replied. we found a group of short-sighted people and 

gave them three pieces of white ginseng for improving eyesight every day. 

the patient's temperature is around 700 degrees, and his degree has recovered a lot in the past month. 

According to my speculation, he will be able to recover completely in four to five months. 

This also confirmed Qin Lin's speculation that the quality must have dropped. 

However, who would reject a healthy pair of eyes after four or five months? 

Although there were many short-sighted surgeries that could restore vision in a short time, why were 

there still 700 million short-sighted people in the country with this surgery? that was a question. 

Could it be that these people were all fools and didn't know how to do myopia surgery? 

That was because no one wanted to take the risk of having a short-sighted surgery. 

Myopia surgery often had certain factors that could cause the cornea to deviate from the center, glare, 

vision regression, cornea thinning, cornea perforation, and other dangers and sequelae. 

This was because there was a certain amount of damage to the eyes during the operation. There was a 

certain chance that the effect of the eye surgery would be affected if the details of the operation were 

not handled properly or if the postoperative care was not done properly. 

After the surgery, using the eyes too much or at a close distance would cause problems. The daily eye 

care was also very troublesome, and it would become inflamed if there was a slight external impact. 

This was the reason why countless people did not choose to have myopia surgery. 

However, the Mingming white ginseng was different. Although the recovery time was longer than the 

surgery, there were no side effects. It could restore vision without any safety risks. 

The cars quickly stopped at Jiu Huai mountain. 

Although the Mingming white ginseng could be planted in the closed mountain forest, there were many 

small paths that led into the mountain forest, and they extended in all directions. 

"Chairman Qin, we're going up the mountain this way!" Chu Yue got out of the car and opened the door 

for Qin Lin. He then walked towards a mountain road. 



This Jiu Huai mountain was the first farm for the Mingming white ginseng, and he had been here more 

than once. 

Since Qin Lin had arrived at Linlin pharmaceutical company at the last minute with Chu Yue, he did not 

inform the staff in advance. The staff in the plantation did not have time to arrange a welcome 

ceremony. 

Chu Yue also knew that his boss did not like Situationism. Therefore, he only had two managers to 

accompany him. 

Qin Lin and Chu Yue entered the mountain and soon saw the bright-eyed white ginseng. 

He had planted it in the game before, so he could naturally recognize it. 

The bright white ginseng in jiuhuai mountain had luxuriant branches and leaves, which showed that it 

was growing well. The people in the planting base had put in a lot of effort. 

After a round of inspection, Qin Yu felt that there was no problem. He did not want to continue feeding 

the mosquitoes, so he asked Chu Yue to prepare a dozen mature white ginseng for him. 

Chu Yue nodded and ordered the manager of the plantation. Soon, a man who was a little tanned came 

with a dozen white ginseng. 

After that, Qin Lin left the farm with Chu Yue and returned to you city. 

On the road. 

"Chairman Qin, you didn't come here today just to inspect the Mingming white ginseng, right?" Chu Yue 

asked. 

Qin Lin nodded and handed a document to Chu Yue. "Yes, there are some things. Take a look at this 

information first!" 

The information was given by Minister Lu. 

After Chu Yue read the information, he knew his boss's general purpose. 

Chapter 1068 481-A Covert Monopoly Is Real? 

It just so happened that their bright white ginseng was starting to mature, and these foreign glasses 

companies were going to be in trouble. 

When he was planting the Mingming white ginseng, he had also checked the data related to myopia 

glasses. 

The biggest business of these glasses companies was the near-field glasses. It could be said that this 

business accounted for 75% of the market, while other products such as sunglasses, potions, and 

cosmetic contact lenses only accounted for 25%. 

" chairman qin, " chu yue closed the file and asked, " what instructions do you have? " 

Qin Lin ordered, " first, investigate the situation of Ming le glasses. Then, you can contact them. They 

have a fixed sales channel for the glasses. It can save us a lot of effort. 
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"Alright, Chairman Qin." Chu Yue said. 

Not long after, Qin Lin returned to Linlin Manor with more than a dozen bright white ginseng. 

He naturally wanted to confirm the properties of these bright white ginseng. 

After locking the office door, he entered the game with a thought and saw the attributes of the bright 

white ginseng. 

[ Mingming white ginseng: Grade 1 ] 

[ this is a type of white ginseng that has a very special effect on the eyes. You can directly cut a small 

piece and chew it every time. Short-sightedness treatment +1! 

… 

[ Mingming white ginseng: Grade 1 ] 

… 

[ Mingming white ginseng: Grade 1 ] 

As expected, the ten-odd ginseng were all Grade 1. 

After logging out of the game, Qin Lin also sent a message to Minister Lu, telling him about the 

Mingming white ginseng. 

Not long after the message was sent out, Minister Lu called. 

Qin Lin picked up the call immediately and heard Minister Lu's voice. "Boss Qin, I've already reported to 

the leader. He's very happy to receive the news." 

minister lu's words were simple, but they also sent a signal to qin lin. 

that meant that he could flip the table without worry. 

… 

the international court of justice was located in helan, and it specialized in judging all kinds of cases 

between countries. 

After all, no matter which country it was, as long as it was a transnational case, as long as one party was 

a local, there would be some bias, especially those major business cases. 

That was how the International Court of Justice was born. 

even though the international court of justice was a bit biased to many countries, especially when it 

involved the western overlord, its function was indeed there. 

Yun Hua was wearing very fashionable glasses, which were produced by Ming le. 

He was in a terrible mood today. 

This was because the evidence of esilu had been completely submitted. The trial of the case had ended, 

and they were just waiting for the approval results, but all of it was unfavorable to Ming le. 



Moreover, the other party had deliberately left behind several traps for them in the patent of the 

material. They had indeed been careless. 

As the boss of Ming le, he stuck to his principles and wanted to build his own brand of glasses. 

Therefore, no matter how much the glasses companies such as isilu threatened and bribed him, using all 

kinds of commercial means, he didn't sell the company and the shares. 

In the market, they had always been targeted and vilified, and many people believed that Ming le's 

quality was not good. 

After all, most Chinese short-sighted people didn't know that brands like esolu were from overseas. 

Instead, they would recognize these big brands. 

Yun Hua also knew why isilu had to target her. 

This was because he was already the only leading glasses company in the country. As long as he got rid 

of him, the market would all belong to him. 

By then, the price could be set by others, and the materials would definitely be shoddy in order to save 

costs. 

The reason why products had quality was because there was competition, and only when there was 

competition would people think of using better quality to compete for customers. 

Once there was no competition in the market, they could do whatever they wanted. 

Yun Hua felt that she was a very difficult person, so she didn't waver in the face of threats and promises 

from companies like esolu. 

However, now that things had come to this, he was truly at a loss. 

after the court's judgment, Ming le glasses Co., Ltd. Has indeed violated the patent rights of isilu Optical 

Co., Ltd., Ming le glasses is prohibited from producing glasses that are currently under the jurisdiction of 

patents, and we will compensate the losses caused by isilu. 

The verdict came out very quickly. 

As such, in the following period of time, not only did Ming le have to stop production, but they also had 

to compensate eslu. This would be a huge blow to Ming le. 

Although Yun Hua had already guessed the outcome, she still sat on the chair weakly when she heard 

the outcome. 

At this moment, a foreign man walked over. The other party was the representative of isilu. He came 

over and said, " Mr. Yun, it's really a pity. We're only protecting our own rights. 

"However, our BOSS doesn't like to kill people quickly, so he'll personally visit Mr. Yun in a few days. He 

hopes that Mr. Yun will have a pleasant conversation with our BOSS." 

with that, the foreign man left with a smug look on his face. 



In truth, their boss didn't even need to personally come out to deal with Ming le, but Ming le was 

different, this was the last piece of territory to resist. 

Their boss had already negotiated with carthez and a few other glasses companies. After taking care of 

Ming le, the other party would no longer have any local brands to resist. 

Then, they could raise the price at the same time and promote the improvement of the technology to 

the outside world. 

At the same time, he could also make a big deal out of the materials. The rods made of Grade 3 rubber 

could be completely downgraded by one grade, and the cost could be much lower at the same price. 

When the time came, the people from the other country would have no choice. In fact, the other 

country would not even be able to do anything to them. 

After all, their companies did not belong to the same country, let alone the same company. It was not a 

monopoly, but they had really cut a share of the market of 700 million people. 

Yun Hua's face was a little ashen. How could he not hear that the other party was mocking him? 

moreover, he knew the other party's purpose. 

When the time came to discuss, it would be nothing more than wanting to acquire and control their 

Ming le. 

However, Yun Hua knew very well that after they stopped production, it would take time and money for 

them to re-develop substitute materials. 

As time passed, all sorts of problems could arise. 

What was more important was capital. After this incident, Ming le's stock price had been falling, and the 

shareholders had already withdrawn their shares. They felt that Ming le's capital was insufficient. 

Just as Yun Hua's face was blank, she suddenly received a message from the company. President Yun, 

President Chu Yue from Linlin pharmaceutical wants to see you. He wants you to return a call! 

It was a phone number. 

yun hua looked at the number and was a little puzzled. 

In the country, everyone knew about Linlin company. Just like Penguin, it was one of the most well-

known companies. 

linlin pharmaceuticals was a part of linlin company, and the linlin hot spring elixir was one of the most 

popular products on the market. 

Many people in the country had recovered from baldness because of the Linlin hot spring powder. 

Moreover, daily use could make one's hair grow lustier. Even people who were not bald would use it. 

It was rumored that Linlin pharmaceuticals had already started to use hot spring powder to make 

shampoo. When the time came, it would definitely sweep the market. 

Linlin company's products were not as unreliable as the shampoo companies. 



Yun Hua didn't know why director Chu from Linlin pharmaceutical was looking for him, but he knew that 

Linlin pharmaceutical had a lot of funds. 

If Linlin pharmaceuticals could invest in Ming le, even if it was just the controlling shares, then Ming le 

would have enough funds to conduct research. 

the key was that he could get close to linlin company. 

If Linlin company was willing to take control of Ming le, didn't that mean that their products were good? 

Linlin company had such a good reputation and reputation in the country, which was also a common 

understanding. 

Yun Hua didn't dare to hesitate. She hurriedly made a call and called Chu Yue back. Once the call 

connected, he hurriedly said, " "Director Chu, hello, Hello, I'm Yun Hua from Ming le. I've long heard of 

your name, it's a pleasure to meet you." 

"director yun, i'm chu yue." Chu Yue's voice also came from the other side of the phone, " "I know that 

Ming le is in danger, maybe we can talk about Wuwu." 

Yun Hua made this call for a long time. When she hung up the phone, there was a look of disbelief on 

her face. 

Lin Lin's company had actually produced this kind of ginseng. 

However, regardless of whether it was true or not, he had to make a trip to you city and take a look 

personally. 

Chapter 1069 Yun Hua Is Shocked By The Bright White Ginseng! 

After Yun Hua hung up the phone, she did not waste any time and immediately got someone to book a 

flight ticket back to China. 

What director Chu said was too important, and he didn't dare to slack off at all. 

… 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin had already reached the top floor of the manor villa. He was holding a telescope and looking at 

the mountain behind Linlin villa. 

The foot of the mountain had been surrounded by a construction site. It was the construction site of you 

city. 

You Cheng Yi Jian had also signed the development contract with Linlin villa, and you Cheng Yi Jian had 

already entered the field to develop the mountain's tourist attraction. 

One could see that at the bottom of the mountain, you city one Key's employees were already laying the 

foundation. 
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To build a cable car, the base of the cable car station at the bottom of the mountain was the most 

important. Therefore, the first thing you Cheng did when he entered the field was to build the cable car 

station. 

Originally, the development of this mountain was to wait until Captain Tang and the others were done 

finding the meteorites. 

But thinking about it, the development of this project would definitely not be able to catch up with the 

speed of Captain Tang's search for meteorite. 

Instead, letting you Cheng enter the field would be a better cover for Captain Tang and the others. 

So, after discussing with academician li and Captain Tang, they also let you Cheng Yijian directly enter 

the development site. 

Qin Lin watched for a while, then went downstairs and left the inner area. 

In the office, he controlled his game character to carry out his daily missions and did not continue 

mining. 

During the previous level-ups, the spring Mine had already been opened to the public, and the lake mine 

had also been opened to many levels. There should only be a few levels left to be opened at this level. 

If one of the two random Mithril farm tools that the dwarf ah nI had promised was a hoe, then if he 

used the Mithril hoe to mine, he would have a chance to obtain the curse attribute and upgrade the 

Mithril hoe to a cursed hoe. 

When the time came, he would bring the cursed hoe to the church to pray, and the curse would turn 

into a blessing, and he would get a blessed hoe. 

When the time came, he would go to the mine to mine and he would be able to mine even more good 

things, even some very wonderful things. 

Therefore, he was not in a hurry to continue mining. 

After completing the daily mission, Qin Lin received a notification that the Mingming white ginseng 

planted in the level 3 plot had ripened. 

Chu Yue had already contacted the boss of Ming le glasses company, Yun Hua. 

The best way to make Yun Hua believe in the effects of the bright-eyed white ginseng and make her 

obedient was naturally to let her use the bright-eyed white ginseng herself. 

The grade 1 Mingming white ginseng's effect was too poor, and there was no immediate effect. 

Therefore, Qin Lin planted the bright white ginseng on the level 3 land. 

The game seed was a Grade 2 seed, so the lowest grade of the cultivated Mingming white ginseng was a 

Grade 2 seed. There was even a chance that it would have a Grade 3 attribute. 



A girl with 1000-degree myopia from the multimedia department ate a Grade 3 Mingming white ginseng 

on the first day. She recovered a lot of her vision on the second day and her vision was back to normal in 

a few days. 

This was the effect of short-sighted treatment +3. 

Qin Lin saw that the dwarf had harvested the Mingming white ginseng. He entered the game with a 

thought and went to the storage room. 

When they arrived at the place where the bright-eyed white ginseng was stored, the bright-eyed white 

ginseng had been divided into two parts. One part only had a few lonely stalks, which were of Grade 3. 

Qin Lin picked up the few white ones and saw their attribute information: 

[ mingming white ginseng: quality 3 ] 

[ this is a type of white ginseng that has a very special effect on the eyes. You can directly cut a small 

piece and chew it every time. Short-sightedness treatment +3! 

After logging out of the game, Qin Lin called Chu Yue and gave him the grade 3 Mingming white ginseng, 

telling him that the effect was stronger. 

Chu Yue didn't think much of it at first. His impression of the effect of the Mingming white ginseng came 

from the grade 1 white ginseng in the planting base. 

The ginseng could help a person with 700-degree vision regain their vision in about four to five months. 

In his mind, even if the effect of the Mingming white ginseng given by Chairman Qin was stronger, it 

couldn't be changed from four or five months to one month, right? 

However, when he returned to the company and took the three-grade bright white ginseng given by Qin 

Lin to two short-sighted people to take for a day, he was completely dumbfounded when he received 

the reports from the two short-sighted people the next day. 

The effect was simply heaven-defying, okay? 

… 

After Yun Hua and Chu Yue contacted each other, he flew back to the company in China from he LAN to 

settle the company's Affairs. He didn't stay for long and transferred to Ming city. Finally, he took a train 

to you city. 

when he walked out of you city train station, his face was already a little haggard. 

But even if he was too tired, he couldn't wait to go to Linlin pharmaceutical as soon as possible to 

confirm the authenticity of the bright white ginseng that director Chu had mentioned. 

If that thing was real, it would definitely subvert the profession of myopia glasses. 

Moreover, the products produced by Linlin company should not be fake. 

This also filled his heart with anticipation. 



It was Yun Hua's first time in you city. 

He had heard many people talk about this place before. 

Because of Linlin Manor, you city, a small place, had become a well-known city in the country. 

I'm afraid it won't be long before it's called you city. 

Only when he really arrived at you city did he realize how terrifying and prosperous you city was. 

all of this was due to the influence of linlin company. 

As soon as Yun Hua stepped out of the train station, she saw Linlin pharmaceutical's sign to welcome 

her. 

"Hello, I'm Yun Hua!" He immediately walked over. 

Hello, President Yun. Welcome to you city. 

After the people from Linlin pharmaceutical confirmed Yun Hua's identity, they respectfully welcomed 

him into a car and headed to Linlin pharmaceutical to see Chu Yue. 

Chapter 1070 Yun Hua Is Shocked By The Bright And White Ginseng! The King? _2 

"President Yun, welcome to Linlin pharmaceutical!" Chu Yue welcomed Yun Hua with a smile. 

"You're too polite, director Chu. I've been looking forward to meeting you," Yun Hua hurriedly said. 

In this kind of meeting, they would always have to wrangle about some useless things. 

After that, Yun Hua couldn't help but ask, " "Director Chu, is the bright white ginseng you mentioned on 

the phone really that magical?" 

Chu Yue smiled and looked at the glasses that Yun Hua was wearing and said, " President Yun, don't 

worry. You're short-sighted too, right? " 

The short-sighted glasses were different from other glasses. The deeper the power of the glasses, the 

more obvious the feature would be. The eyes of the person looking at the other person through the 

glasses would shrink. The deeper the power, the more serious this phenomenon would be. 

That was why people said that people with glasses were perverted. 

It could be said that if the lenses were more than 700 degrees, the eyes and the face would not be 

symmetrical. If the lenses were more than 1000 degrees, the eyes would almost be squinted. 

In that situation, even if you were kind, you would be seen as wretched if you were staring at a girl. 

Yun Hua nodded. yes. My myopia is more than 500 degrees. The glasses I'm wearing are the ones 

produced by our company. 

This was normal. 

If they were unwilling to use the products produced by their own company, would others use them? 
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Therefore, many bosses of companies would use the products produced by their own companies on a 

daily basis. 

Just like boss Yuan of Wuling Automobile, because he produced Wuling Automobile himself, he usually 

only drove Wuling Automobile. 

However, he had encountered many people who looked down on him for driving a Wuling. 

One time, a pretentious criminal who drove a BMW 3 Series had grazed his car and then the driver had 

even scolded boss Yuan as a poor man. 

In the end, this matter became a hot search. It was just that they didn't know if the guy who drove the 

BMW 3 Series was dead or not. 

Chu Yue smiled. CEO Yun, your short-sightedness is perfect. This way, CEO Yun can experience the 

effects of this bright-eyed white ginseng for yourself. 

this is for you, director Yun. We'll talk about the rest after you've experienced it. Remember, just take 

three pills a day. No matter how many pills you take, the effect will be the same as three pills. 

As he spoke, he handed Yun Hua a white ginseng that could improve one's eyesight. 

This was specially cultivated by Linlin's laboratory, which was given by Chairman Qin, and the effect was 

stronger. 

As for how strong it was, Yun Hua would be shocked after using it. 

Yun Hua was a little confused. He had thought about how to confirm the effect of the vision-improving 

white ginseng after seeing Chu Yue. 

He didn't expect that after the other party asked him if he was short-sighted, he would actually directly 

give him a white ginseng for him to see the effects for himself. 

It was too direct. 

Moreover, this also confirmed one thing. This vision-improving white ginseng was definitely effective for 

short-sighted people. Otherwise, the other party wouldn't be so confident. 

after that, chu yue was arranged to stay in you city's zhong min hotel by the people from linlin 

pharmaceutical. 

After checking in, Chu Yue immediately took out the bright white ginseng, cut a piece, and put it in his 

mouth. 

The taste was a little bitter, but after swallowing it, it was a little sweet. 

To describe it in one word, it was bitter at first, then sweet. 

Yun Hua was already very tired after rushing all the way here. After eating a piece of 3 pieces of clear-

eyed white ginseng, he went into the bathroom to take a shower. 

However, as soon as he entered the bathroom, he found that his eyes were starting to feel warm. 



Obviously, the grade 3 Mingming white ginseng was already effective. 

Yun Hua could not help but take off her glasses and rub her eyes. Then, she put them back on and 

turned on the shower head to start taking a shower. 

After Yun Hua took a shower, she went to bed and fell asleep. 

On the way here, he felt even more tired. 

He slept all the way until the sun set. 

When he woke up and rubbed his eyes, he was stunned. He was shocked to find that his myopia had 

improved a lot. Without glasses, he could see things in front of him more clearly. 

This was not an illusion. 

He put on the glasses and realized that the power of the glasses was too high for him. 

He was in the glasses industry, so he could immediately tell that his myopia before was 500 degrees, but 

now it was definitely only 400 degrees. 

This kind of effect made him reveal an expression of disbelief. 

The effect of the vision-improving white ginseng that director Chu gave was so obvious? 

After that, Yun Hua looked forward to it even more. When they finished dinner in the evening, he cut 

another piece of white ginseng for vision-improving purposes and ate it. 

Soon, the comfortable warmth appeared in her eyes again. 

This made him look forward to it even more. 

Isilu had racked her brains to design them in order to steal the market from Ming le's glasses bowl. 

Now that Escale was about to succeed, they would temporarily stop their production and not be able to 

use that patented material. However, the other party would never have thought that while they were 

feeling proud, this table was already about to be flipped over. 

…… 

The next day. 

Yun Hua woke up early again. 

When he woke up, he habitually touched the glasses on the bedside table and put them on. 

However, after putting on the glasses, he realized that his vision had become very blurry. 

This was because the power of the glasses exceeded the power of the eyes by too much. 

He then remembered that he had used the vision-improving white ginseng yesterday. He quickly took 

off his glasses, and his vision was much clearer than before. 

He immediately determined that his vision had recovered to about 300 degrees. 



"If I didn't experience it myself, who would believe that such a magical thing existed?" Yun Hua's face 

was full of emotion. She hurriedly cut another piece of white ginseng for vision and put it in her mouth. 

For the next two days, he would cut off three pieces of ginseng and eat them. 

Yun Hua was completely shocked when she woke up on the third day. 

This was because his vision had completely recovered. 

He was stunned for a long time by the feeling of seeing the world clearly without glasses. 

 


